LEGISLATIVE AGENDA

1. **AMEND 4-37-30 TO INCLUDE MASS TRANSIT DEFINITION**
   This bill will ensure South Carolina Voters can choose to supplement how transit is funded in their community. This bill defines what Mass Transit is for South Carolina.

2. **INCREASE STATE MASS TRANSIT FUNDING**
   TASC supports an increase in State Mass Transit Funding (SMTF) to support transit operations and capital projects across the State.

3. **PASS LEGISLATION TO PROTECT BUS OPERATORS**
   Bus Operators have little to no protection from assault in the performance of their duties. TASC supports passing legislation to hold criminals who assault Bus Operators responsible.

4. **SUPPORT MEDICAID REFORM**
   TASC supports refining Medicaid transportation procedures by adding protections for those providing transportation by streamlining billing procedures, providing a rate increase, and ending emergency procurement for Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT).

STRATEGY

Transit providers in each county should cultivate a relationship with their Legislative Delegation. Plan Legislative Meal at TASC Conference. “Value of Transit in the South Carolina” one-pager. Quarterly email to Legislature from TASC.

FOR MORE INFO VISIT WWW.TRANSITSC.ORG